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H My God! Ouch! Oh dear! Backbreaking! Never again. This will
be my first and the last.
Such utterances from the females were
audible during the Nov 18 trip from Kota
Marudu to Kg Sonsogon Magandai via
the Paitan Road (which is part of Jalan
Pitas-Telupid). From the Paitan Road, we
branched into Jalan Sonsogon Magandai,
a 30-odd km hilly, winding and muddy
road for the most part.
The extreme challenge had yet to
begun. But to the more adventurous traveller, the precarious situation was still
not extreme enough.
The mission was the Sabah Women Entrepreneurs & Professionals Association
(Swepa) Barefoot Solar Project launching
of lights supposedly by Chief Minister
Datuk Seri Musa Aman. (Inclement
weather, however, prevented him from
taking a heli ride to this remote village).
There were two teams: Team A comprising 4X4 volunteer drivers Tan Sai
Hock and Lu Ai Lee (SA5255P), Ho Kok
Yeong, Voon Chin Hwa and Daniel Sampe
M.S.L. Bangul (LB2263) and Dave Das
(SA5610R), Swepa President cum Barefoot
Solar Project Adviser, Datin Albina Ogor
Abdullah, Immediate Past President cum
Project Adviser, Datin Jeanette Tambakau, Project Assistant Treasurer, Geraldine Ascunsion, Head of Social
Committee, Tricia Mojulat and Head of
Public Relations, Rosie Moo. The Team
left on Nov 16 as the participants were
bound for Kg Sungai Magandai (farther
than Kg Sonsogon Magandai) where they
stayed overnight at the village community hall before proceeding to Kg Sonsogon Magandai on Nov 17 in anticipation
of the launch of lights.
Team B left early on the morning of
Nov 18, comprising 4X4 volunteer driver
Wong Chee Wai (SAB5021J), volunteer
driver Tan Aik Kiong and co-driver Liew
Ket Kiong (LD5000), volunteer driver Tan
Guan Kong (SAA6226Y), volunteer driver
Koh Yik Hoe and co-driver Chin Yun
Khiong (SA2883M), volunteer driver Tan
Kok Guan and co-driver Chew Ka Tuan
(LB8381), Swepa Vice-President Wynnie

Jong, Head of Training cum Barefoot
Solar Project Secretary, Kate Chin, Swepa
Assistant Treasurer Stella Wong and
Swepa member Monica Chua. Other participants included Sabah Credit Corporation’s (SCC) Head of Corporate Services,
Eligius Samuel, Vicky Ng (Personal Assistant to SCC CEO Datuk Vincent Pung)
and SCC staff Nicholas Chin, Pacos Trust
Executive Director, Anne Lasimbang,
Pacos Trust Community Learning Centre
(CLC) Supervisor, Raini Mapura and photographer Kenneth Chung, and Asian
Forestry Company (Sabah) representatives made up of Managing Director Glen
MacNair, Project Manager Thondik
Venantius, driver Parasul Basang, photographer Wilvia and staff member Juidy
Wa Juas. Also present were National Coordinator for GEF Small Grants Programme, Lee Shin Shin and Programme
Assistant Lai Sook Mei from Kuala
Lumpur, as well as RTM reporter Juliana
Bangot and videographer Roslia Gondila.
Amidst obstacles, Team B took some 12
hours to reach the chapel at Kg Sonsogon Magandai.
(Project Organising Chairperson,
Datuk Adeline Leong and her Deputy,
Hanaa Wong Abdullah could not make it
to the village although their helicopter
landed in the compound of the Kota
Marudu District Police Headquarters.
Owing to bad weather, they were advised
to fly back to KK as soon as possible).
The Raleigh International Team, which
built the Rural Electronic Workshop
(REW) building (funded by the Sabah
Credit Corporation) for the Barefoot
Solar Electrification project was led by
Tom Nelson.
In the 280km-overland journey from
Kota Marudu township to our destination, the last 10km stretch of Jalan Sonsogon Magandai was the most treacherous.
For unsuspecting first-timers like many
of us, we had no inkling of what was in
store for us – sharp curves, steep gradient
uphill and downhill, rivers and streams
to cross, and deeply-rutted muddy
stretches of the road. Torrential rain over
days had inevitably turned this particular
section into a quagmire.
For this particular trip, even Tandek Assemblywoman Datuk Anita Baranting,
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who knows the topography of the area
like the back of her palm, took 17 hours
to reach the village together with her
convoy on Nov 19. Gosh!
“On Nov 18, we started our journey
from Kota Marudu at 11am and were supposed to reach Kg Sonsogon Magandai at
9pm, given the muddy road condition.
“However, we lost our way in an oilpalm plantation as some of the drivers
were not familiar with the route. As a result, we only reached the village at 4am
on the next day (Nov 19),” she lamented.

My body wracked with a succession of
bumps, bounces, side-to-side swerves,
and what have you! Some were forced to
walk for a few kilometres when their vehicles could not take any further strain.
By the end of the day, our vehicles
turned clayey beyond recognition, and
some of us were partially covered with
mud, too. A vehicle belonging to the Kota
Marudu District Office had its front
bumper almost ripped off.
Our homebound trip on Nov 19 was delayed for three hours because the vehicle

had landed in a ditch and had to be salvaged.
But give credit where it is due. We take
our hats off to the Labuan 4X4 guys who
negotiated the atrocious road perfectly
well, save for minor hitches.
And last but not least, against this scenario, the question on whether the Swepa
Barefoot Solar Project Committee finds it
is worth risking their lives is a matter
open to interpretation.
n More next week

HILE remaining committed to the horror genre, Nick Cheung’s second outing
as director, Keeper of Darkness, is a huge
improvement. Again casting himself in the lead,
Cheung this time leaves writing duties to Yeung
Sin Ling (Inner Senses, The Bullet Vanishes) to tell
the story of an exorcist, whose unconventional
methods attract the attentions of a spunky young
journalist and a murderous demon. Complemented by rich production values, lively performances and an inventive screenplay, Keeper Of
Darkness succeeds as detective story, spectral romance and even streetwise comedy, while resuscitating our conﬁdence in Cheung as the new
renaissance man of Hong Kong Cinema.
Wong Wing Fatt (Cheung) is an exorcist operating in contemporary Hong Kong, but rather
than using spells and chants to return the restless
dead to Hell, Fatt negotiates with them instead.
We soon learn that Fatt also takes his work home
with him, as he shares his apartment with a beautiful ghost, Cherr (Amber Kuo), while also struggling with haunting memories from his own past.
When a video of one of Fatt’s exorcisms, shot
by his streetwise protege Chung (Louis Cheung),
goes viral, it attracts the attentions of young reporter Ling (Sisley Choi), who is determined to
document both the man and his unique abilities.
However, Fatt has also been targeted by a malevolent demon, Hark (Shi Yan Neng), who has been
unleashed in the neighbourhood and is murdering Fatt’s competition, which inevitably culminates in their own a deadly showdown.
Cheung’s ﬁrst effort from the director’s chair,
2013’s Hungry Ghost Ritual, was an incredibly underwhelming debut, that proved neither atmospheric nor scary, and largely squandered its
setting in the world of traditional Cantonese
Opera.
The good-will shown to Cheung by the local industry remains strong, however, and Keeper Of
Darkness employs a bigger budget and more
adept crew in a follow-up that is more successful
in almost every regard.
Cheung, with an Andy Warhol mop of white
hair and tattoo-covered torso, plays Fatt as almost
serenely worldly-wise - and as his backstory reveals, he has pretty much seen it all from a very
young age.
Never fazed by his ghoulish adversaries, Fatt
only ever appears vulnerable when at home, in
the company of Cherr – the romantic interest with
whom he can never be. Instead, he plays mentor
to both Chung and Ling, showing them the ropes
and intricacies of his essentially un-teachable gift,
while they bicker and ﬂirt with each other.
Keeper Of Darkness has plenty in common with
Guillermo del Toro’s recent gothic romance, Crimson Peak, not least the fact that both are ﬁlms pop-
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The Exorcist: Cheung’s Fatt is never fazed by the ghoulish adversaries he is engaged to deal with.

Cheung keeps up
dark fascination
ulated by ghosts, without necessarily being horror ﬁlms.
Chan Chi Ying’s cinematography and Yee
Chung Man’s production design ensure the ﬁlm is
always gorgeous to look at, but an over-reliance
on CGI occasionally works to the detriment of the
ﬁlm’s ability to scare its audience. A criticism that
can also be levelled at del Toro’s latest.
Yeung’s screenplay introduces a number of disparate characters occupying both real and supernatural realms, but Cheung somehow manages to
keep all his balls in the air at once. Whether aiming for comedy, scares, romance or something
more melancholic, Keeper Of Darkness always feels
like a single ﬁlm, even when some individual aspects don’t pay off.
The story also offers plenty of opportunities for
big-name cameos in small but pivotal roles.
Karena Lam, Shawn Yue and director Andrew Lau
show up, but perhaps the biggest name of all is

Makeshift stairway for Musa but...

saved for the ﬁlm’s ﬁnal shot, which reveals a desire to make a sequel. Not without its ﬂaws, Keeper
Of Darkness is packed with enough ambition,
imagination and arresting imagery to largely
paper over its moments of weakness.
The performances are likeable and energetic,
while the story is by turns exciting, humorous and
achingly romantic.
Unlike so many other Chinese language ﬁlms
these days, Keeper Of Darkness really feels like a
Hong Kong ﬁlm, rather than a product created for
mass consumption north of the border.
Using unglamorous locations rich in character
to tell a very personal story that anchors the
drama, the ﬁlm also has a timeless quality that
should resonate with local audiences and supporters of this shrinking industry. If audiences do
take to Keeper Of Darkness in enthusiastic numbers, Nick Cheung may just have launched his
own franchise. – By James Marsh

Long gestating dinomovie from Pixar:
Good but not great

Even the police vehicle from the Kota Marudu
District Police Headquarters is not spared.

AS early as 7am, anticipating the arrival of Chief
Minister Datuk Seri Musa Aman for Swepa’s
launch of lights at Kg Sonsogon Magandai, a
remote village in Kota Marudu, village men began
to fill the ruts of a slippery slope that leads to the
event venue (atop a hill). They then carved out
steps for an ‘earthy stairway’ to facilitate mobility
for the guest of honour who was scheduled to
arrive by helicopter at 8.45am. New planks were
also placed on the wet ground from the top of the
steps until the entrance to the building so that the
CM would not soil his shoes. However, inclement
weather prevented Musa from making the trip. –
Mary Chin
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City ladies team up with 4x4 drivers
to reach Kg Sonsogon Magandai
l First of a two-part series
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Igor (Radcliffe, left) is engaged to help in Victor’s (McAvoy) secretive experiments.
The two actors make an ‘unlikely yet extremely likeable’ odd couple.

Less than frank adaptation of Victorian tale
Four strong men to change a tyre
to suit extreme road conditions.

Women behind the wheels: Raleigh Borneo’s
lady driver at the helm and Swepa Barefoot
Solar Project Secretary, Kate Chin (inset).

Above: ‘Oh, I am
exhausted,’ sighs
Swepa President
Datin Albina Ogor
Abdullah as she
uses a rope provided
by AFCS to get
to the top of the hill.

Left: Crossing a river
with a rocky bed.

DANIEL Radcliffe and James McAvoy make for an
unlikely yet extremely likable pairing in Victor
Frankenstein, which transforms Mary Shelley’s
dark novel into a cheeky action-adventure picture.
On the face of it, the idea of making Igor the
hero is ridiculous. Since James Whale’s famed
adaptation of the source material in 1931, Dr
Frankenstein’s assistant has been portrayed as a
hunchbacked man. In fact, the character does
not appear in Shelley’s novel, and so writer Max
Landis – properly credited for both screen story
and screenplay – conjures up a nameless, severely hunchbacked man who has been raised in
a circus in the latter part of the 19th century.
The man (Daniel Radcliffe), despite being
treated harshly by his rough-hewn circus mates,
inhabits his role as clown without complaint,
even as he studies medicine in his free time and
nurses a lifelong crush on graceful acrobat Lorelai (Jessica Brown Findlay). An accident brings
the pitiable creature together with medical student Victor Frankenstein (James McAvoy), who
is visiting the circus for nefarious reasons, and
the hunchback ﬁnds himself recruited for a new
purpose in life.
The newly-christened Igor is soon set physically upright by Frankenstein, and is engaged to
help in the medical student’s secretive experiments. Finally granted a measure of respect, and
treated in a humane if abrupt manner, Igor is
eager to apply the knowledge he has gained
about human anatomy to create something altogether new.
Of course, ﬁlm fans have likely seen dozens of
variations on Frankenstein; or the Modern
Prometheus, but while the overall trajectory of
the story is familiar, Landis’ treatment presents

a fresh angle. If anything, Victor Frankenstein is
too ambitious, introducing more characters
than can be properly developed in the running
time.
Lorelai becomes a love interest for Igor, yet
she also raises questions about Frankenstein
tampering with what she views as the divine nature of life, questions that are duplicated when
asked by Scotland Yard Inspector Turpin (Andrew Scott), a probing ﬁgure who initially exists
to throw a monkey wrench into the proceedings,
only revealing his religious objections later.
There’s also a wealthy patron, an unexpected
visit by a family member, and more than one
monster to stomp around.
Paul McGuigan directs with a sure hand,
aided and abetted by director of photography
Fabian Wagner, editors Andrew Hume and Charlie Phillips, and a marvellous production design
by Eve Stewart. Yes, computer graphics are used
to recreate London of the time, but it’s lovely to
see practical effects at the forefront. Lately, director McGuigan has been helming television
shows, notably four episodes of Sherlock, and
Victor Frankenstein features a pace that is similarly frantic, though never out of control, and
that helps the movie push through its sillier aspects.
Victor Frankenstein plays like a genre movie
from the classic Hammer era, taking its subject
matter seriously, yet still having a good time as
it delivers the modern-day action excesses that
are expected.
At the heart of it all, Daniel Radcliffe shines as
a distinctive character who is learning how to do
the right thing. He’s a good example for anyone
who contemplates mucking about with life and
death. – By Peter Martin

FINALLY making it to the screen after what has
seemed like an ice age’s worth of false starts and
creative personnel changes, Disney/Pixar’s The
Good Dinosaur emerges as a visually breath taking
work of computer-generated animation that is ultimately unable to compensate for a disappointingly derivative script.
Despite the workable premise, which imagines
a world in which dinosaurs have been spared extinction and ultimately can co-exist with humans,
the ﬁlm proceeds to tread an awfully familiar path,
liberally borrowing thematic elements from The
Lion King and The Jungle Book, among other Disney
animated classics.
Following in the footsteps of the truly inspired
Inside Out, this year’s second Pixar effort can’t help
but feel safely benign by comparison, and although
it contains some darker, more intense moments, it
will likely skew to younger, dino-obsessed audiences.
The runt of the family litter, Arlo (voiced by Raymond Ochoa) is a timid Apatosaurus who’s encouraged by his father, Poppa Henry (Jeffrey Wright), to
step out of his comfort zone and make his mark in
life.
He’s unintentionally put to the test when his
dad is tragically killed (cue The Lion King) while
helping him pursue the critter who had been getting into their corn supply. Subsequently separated
from the rest of his family, Arlo eventually catches
up with the pest, a grunting, growling wild boy —
or man cub — he comes to name Spot (Jack Bright).
Their tender, largely unspoken bond serves as
the ﬁlm’s emotional heart and soul as they venture
out into those gorgeously rendered wide open
spaces.
While the rest of the performers, including
Frances McDormand as Arlo’s mom and Sam Elliott
as a gruff hombre of a T-Rex, are well matched for
their characters, there isn’t all that much for them
to say.
In his feature debut, director Peter Sohn, who
took over the reins from the story’s originator, Bob
Peterson, keeps this prehistoric Western amiably
engaging. But while there are some lively departures, including a sequence in which Arlo and Spot
sample some hallucinogenic fruits, their episodic
adventure tends to stick with the road most travelled.
Though the tricky third act that originally concerned John Lasseter apparently remained a hard
nut to crack for screenwriter Meg LeFauve and numerous story contributors, the production’s photorealistic naturalism is a true bar-raiser.
Those CG-rendered backdrops, taking their visual cues from Yellowstone’s waterfalls to Montana’s grasslands, bring that custom Pixar
cutting-edge technology into an exciting, new,
wondrous place.
Hopefully next time the storytelling won’t dwell
so much in the past. – By Mike Rechtshaffen

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
is
baked into Adele’s art.
She called her ﬁrst
album 19, naming it after
the calendar year in
which it was written, and
like a musical millennial
Michael Apted, each successive album represented another chapter
in her life’s story.
Fuelled by heartbreak, her roiling 2011 record 21 ushered
in her adulthood and superstardom, two acts that were instrumental in the creation of 25, the 2015 album purportedly
documenting her mid-20s. Between 21 and 25, Adele fell in
love and started a family, an event that would surely be grist
for a memoirist’s mill if Adele was as confessional a
singer/songwriter as she appears, but she is not.
Like 21 before it, the love that ﬂows through 25 is either
curdled or lost, love that no longer can replenish or nourish.
Certainly, it is not the kind of love that would arise from a satisfying, stable relationship, but it is indeed the kind of love
that is recognisable from 21: love that hurts, not heals.
While her themes may remain the same, Adele isn’t the
same singer as she was in 2011, nor is 25 a carbon copy of 21.
Success has given her the conﬁdence to abandon any lingering Amy Winehouse inﬂuence taking along with it any sense
of swing or sass. Max Martin and Shellback give “Send My
Love (To Your New Lover)” a subdued spliced electronic pulse,
just enough of a rhythm to distinguish the track from the rest
of the record but it and the cinematically surging “Water
Under The Bridge” — a song begging to be played over the
closing credits of an inspirational biopic – wither when compared to the wallop of her previous “Rolling In The Deep.”
This stateliness is intentional, forcing attention both the full
force gale that is Adele’s voice and, not so coincidentally, her
placid good taste.
It isn’t so much that Adele doesn’t take risks — she’s hip
enough to enlist Haim/Charli XCX producer Ariel Rechtshaid
to helm “While We Were Young,” a song co-written with
hotly-tipped sensitive soul Tobias Jesso, Jr, and she brings in
Danger Mouse to help orchestrate the neo-gospel of “River
Lea” — but she’s so devoted to ballads, ballads determined to
convey grace and strength in the face of loss, she winds up residing in a middle of the road that makes her seem much
older than the quarter century of the title.
Adele doesn’t help matters by dwelling on the passage of
time, repeatedly returning to the idea that she isn’t a kid anymore, a sentiment that suits a singer many years past 25 yet also
suggests a bit of savvy on her part: these are songs that are
meant to be heard — and sung — for years after the album’s initial release, gathering resonance with the passage of time.
Fittingly, 25 also plays better over the long haul, its march
of slow songs steadily revealing subtle emotional or musical
distinctions. Make no mistake, all 11 songs are of a piece —
they’re all shaded melancholy gaining most of their power
through performance — but that cohesive sound only accentuates how Adele has deﬁnitively claimed this arena of digniﬁed heartbreak as her own. – By Stephen Thomas Erlewine

Sibling band sees the light
The Corrs,
White Light
(EastWest)
NOTHING hastens a
once-successful band reunion quite like the public’s refusal to support
their solo careers. So
after nine years of mostly
fruitless individual toil
and Jim Corr’s keenness
to share his hugely entertaining conspiracy theories, The Corrs are back.
Although they ﬂirt tentatively with a dance beat on “I Do
What I Like”, reassuringly, almost nothing has changed: fairly
catchy songs, divine harmonies, a Celtic undertow and an almost pathological rejection of any kind of edge.
They’re at their best on the gentle but perceptive “Ellis Island”; the percussive “Harmony” and “Gerry’s Reel”, a thumping instrumental dedicated to their recently deceased father.
They remain all soft underbelly but their sheer pleasantness and Andrea Corr’s serene vocals make them as impossible to dislike as they are to love. – By John Aizlewood

Heart for new folk trends
Shawn Mullins,
My Stupid Heart
(Sugar Hill)
UNBEKNOWNST to the
average listener who
never heard anything beyond his 1998 AAA hit
“Lullaby,” Shawn Mullins
spent the better part of
the next two decades
deepening, undergirding
his sighing melodicism
with an underpinning of
country-rock.
Such Americana leanings mean he’s at home on Sugar Hill,
the renowned folkie label that released My Stupid Heart in the
fall of 2015. Despite this connection, My Stupid Heart isn’t a simple singer/songwriter record, one where he supports himself
with nothing more than an acoustic guitar. It’s a fairly fullblooded album, one where Mullins is as at ease with burnished
ballads and shuﬄing show-tune blues as he is with broken-in
country-rock and elegant tunes that echo his big hits. Despite a
protest song for Ferguson, Missouri, what’s striking about My
Stupid Heart is how it doesn’t feel explicitly connected to its time:
it draws from Americana traditions and ﬁnds new elements to
explore within that vein. – By Stephen Thomas Erlewine
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